University of Michigan: Going digital to focus on strategic initiatives

The University of Michigan is a public research university in Ann Arbor, Michigan that was founded in 1817. The university's IT department integrated signNow's private cloud with SSO functionality and provided e-signature workflows for employees across the board.

Key challenges before using signNow:

- Completing a single document workflow took up to several weeks
- Receiving documents with missing or inaccurate data
- Storing paper documents took up additional space
- Spending time on tedious, repetitive paperwork took up much of employees' days

Results achieved with signNow:

- Employees reduced document turnaround times from weeks to days
- Employees received complete, accurate digital documents on time
- Employees completely eliminated paper processes and stored all documents on secure university servers
- Employees committed more time towards strategic initiatives rather than paperwork

A few features University of Michigan signNow users love:

- The ability to prepare and send documents in just a few clicks
- Password protected documents to authenticate signers
- Collect and access an audit trail history automatically